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as their preferred partner

We are proud to provide institutional subscriptions to the following Institutions:

View Institutional Subscription
Benefits & Rates
More Information

Introducing
The All-New CanadaQBank

The World’s Most Preferred Portal for the Medical licensing exams of Canada and the only
portal to offer high quality, high-yield test questions for MCCEE, MCCQE & USMLE on one
platform.
CanadaQBankTM has put in years of research & development to create an easy, intuitive &
valuable portal that medical students and physicians can use to improve their performance.
CanadaQBankTM is updated on a quarterly basis and we make sure to include only high
yield test questions that cover core concepts.

TM

WHAT

sets CanadaQBankTM apart from
other QBanks?

CanadaQBankTM has 100% high yield topics: Unlike other
qbanks, CanadaQbankTM carries out extensive research
and observes feedback shared by recent exam graduates
before revising its learning material & test questions. The
efﬁcient blend of a powerful feature rich portal with complete exam customization, performance analysis, multiple
learning modalities and availability on various platforms
makes CanadaQbank

the premier and leading qbank in

the market.
We make sure that our systems are error-free and
virus-free. This ensures that when your students take the
test, the test performance scores & analyses are always
accurate.
CanadaQBankTM is 100% reliable. Many qbanks on the
market today don’t provide cases & questions that cover
core concepts – not something you’d want your students
to spend their precious time on.
In sharp contrast CanadaQBankTM contains nothing but all
high-yield content that is developed around the core
concepts and it won’t hurt your students’ performance in
the long-term.
CanadaQBankTM study material is 100% accurate with the
facts. Over the last 5 years our qbanks have been edited
meticulously by our medical reviewers & editors. This
makes our information 100% accurate.

CanadaQBankTM is 100% optimized for maximum
time-efﬁciency. Our medical reviewers and editors
have made sure that old topics (which are not being
tested on licensing exams) are being deleted from our
database while at the same time adding new topics.
This allows our qbank to have a reasonable size without becoming too overwhelming for the user. This way
you know that your student will be able to completely
utilize the qbank to its fullest extent without becoming
overwhelmed with the quantity.
That’s what CanadaQBankTM brings to the table. It
provides a distinct set of study tools on an effective
platform available on all desktop and portable devices
along with a mix of high yield topics that focus on the
core content of the license exam syllabus which make
sure that, when it comes to clearing the licensing
exams, you’re covered.
CanadaQBankTM is speciﬁcally designed with the medical student & physician in mind.
The proof is in the pudding.
CanadaQBankTM receives 100’s of testimonials and
success stories every month and is the #1 choice
among students taking the medical licensing exams.
Over 15,000 medical students and physicians from 124
countries have subscribed to CanadaQBank.com from
2011 to 2013.

Whether you’re looking to learn better, have
better knowledge retention, or pickup your learning speed ahead of the exam, CanadaQbankTM is
your answer.
CanadaQBankTM is the trusted partner for many
universities and institutions. We work with top
institutions and provide complete setup and
technological support.

HOW
Students Have
Utilized
CanadaQBank

When students ﬁrst realized that having more simulated exam practice with high yield questions could help
them score very high marks in the exam, they quickly
started using our premier qbank to improve their exam
performance outcomes. This involved utilizing the
qbank in the timed mode and answering questions
under time constraints, later reviewing the exam performance & the explanations to the practice MCQs, ﬁnally
identifying new learning topics and mastering them in
the “topics” mode of the qbank. The results were
outstanding!

Over 15,000 medical students and physicians from 124 countries
have subscribed to CanadaQBank.com from 2011 to 2013.

CanadaQBankTM was founded in 2008 with the sole
purpose of identifying high yield questions and
providing students with a genuine platform to practice
and hone their exam-taking skills. Canada Qbank had
subscribers from its very ﬁrst week and the user base
began to grow rapidly through word of mouth… Fast
forward 5 years and today CanadaQBankTM has turned
into a major provider of high yield exam practice
questions and has attracted over 15,000 medical
students and physicians from 124 countries from 2011
to 2013.

HOW

Canada QBank
Achieved Its
Track Record

OPTIMIZED
WAYS
TO BOOST SCORE
IN MEDICAL
LICENSING EXAMS

Often imitated, but rarely equaled.
As you may have guessed, our practice questions and cases are
created by highly qualified physicians and our qbanks are
updated on a regular basis. Our question patterns are constantly revised to reflect the changing trends in the medical licensing
exams.
Our team works hard to constantly identify new topics that are
being tested in the exams as identified by candidates taking the
exams, and ensure that our study material is updated accordingly.
A continuous editorial review process means that only the highest quality of questions are included in the study resources.
The students also enjoy the advantage of higher technology at
work. The comprehensive performance analysis tools available
at our portal provide you an effective & truthful insight into
your current knowledge level and exam performance.
Our graphs provide real-time comparison with others revising
for the same exam on those particular topics. Our performance
tools enable you to clearly see how you have improved over
time and where you still need to focus your efforts.
Our strategies have proven to be very effective and we continue
to receive 100’s of testimonials every month. (Note: Testimonials
along with “Actual score report” can be found on our website).

FEATURES

Of

CanadaQBank

Meticulous upgrading to reflect the changing Medical
council of Canada & USMLE
testing patterns

TM

It's nearly impossible to consistently predict and follow
every change in testing patterns. Yet Canada Qbank
achieves that goal!
It's an accomplishment made possible through continuous research and meticulous interviewing of test
takers.
Every change and every newly tested topic has been
meticulously refined and added to our database. And
it’s made with the level of expertise you'd expect from
a top medical college, not a qbank. As a result Canada
QBank serves as a perfect and substantial portal to
help you prepare for your Canadian & U.S medical
license exams.

Efficiency
Single click start of
optimized test
We’ve optimized all the parameters for you
so you don’t have to spend time adjusting
the parameters every time. All you need to
do is click the “Create test” button and
“Voila!”…your test is launched.

Customized for different
style of learning. Timed &
tutor mode
As stunning as the learning level is on the
Canada qbank, this portal gives you the opportunity to challenge yourself by going into the
timed mode.
Want to study & learn upto 50 topics, make
notes and collect important MCQs for later
revision in one sitting? No problem. Our tutor
mode allows you to do that.

“I only had about 7 weeks to study for the exam between electives,
family commitments and starting my final year. I only used the question
bank to study, with a bit of supplement from Toronto notes. I used
about 60% of the bank and managed to get 382, 99th percentile. Will
definitely be using the question bank in preparation for the MCCQE1.
The questions were very similar to the actual exam, some questions
were almost exactly the same.”

Shannon K
Passed with a score of 382.Percentile rank: 98

View Actual Score Report

Make Notes For Revision
The “Notes” feature allows you to add your
own notes inside each MCQ and review them
at a later stage. This allows you to rely on your
notes during quick revisions

Target the tough questions
through the “My questions”
feature
You can now select tough questions within the exam
and send them to a separate section for later reference and revision, This magic tool is called the “My
Questions” feature and you will find it in your test
panel

Watch your competition!
Our review section will reveal how well you
performed when compared to your competitors who
used Canada qbank with a similar combination of
questions.

One step further!
Infact you can take the “notes” feature one step
further. Select an MCQ, make notes within the MCQ &
then add the MCQ to the “My questions” section.
These questions with notes can be reviewed on a
separate section of the portal.
The overall customization & quality of learning is so
impressive, that it resembles focused group review
workshops that cost hundreds of dollars!

In-built analysis for each MCQ
The biggest determinant of whether a qbank is useful to you or not is the retention of knowledge. Retention and repetition is
what creates strong memory. It’s natural that you’ll know a few topics better than others. You will have your own weak points.
Canada QBank performance tracking features are built into each MCQ & subject, these features help you to identify your weak
points and improve your knowledge in those areas.

Choice of questions : Multimedia & regular
The Canada QBank portal also offers multimedia MCQs.
With new videos constantly being uploaded to our database we offer a wide array of video explanations to several
high yield topics.
So rather than relying on text to learn new points everytime,
you can depend on video to learn new concepts.

“My main problem was that I could never get reliable information
about the actual MCCEE. CanadaQBank soon put that right.I studied for less than 6 months,did loads of questions on CanadQBank .
Come exam day ,I was quite comfortable facing the questions and
was thrilled to get a pass score of 398. This has boosted my confidence to prepare for MCCQE1 with the help of CanadaQBank”

Chrys H
Passed with a score of 398.Percentile rank: 99

View Actual Score Report

Topics mode
Just like the weather, our learning moods will vary from
time to time. Which means that you need to introduce
variety into your learning regimen. So rather than
using the typical test mode, you can use the “topics
mode” and master one topic at a time. The ultimate
goal is to keeping moving forward regardless of your
learning mood. The topics mode helps you move
ahead one small step at a time.

The standard deviation graph
This graph allows you to monitor your progress and
provides a visual representation of where you stand in
the competition.
The bell curve shows how the majority of the test takers
perform. The farther you are to the right, the better it is
for you! A high percentile usually translates into excellent
performance score on the real exam.

Difficulty levels
Well everybody has got to start somewhere. Perhaps you’re a medical student
starting your preparation early or a well experienced doctor who has lost touch
with academics. You can now start with the “Easy” level of questions and then
gradually stretch to answer “Medium” & “Hard” difficulty levels. Many of our
clients start with the easy levels until their confidence levels gradually builds up
and they are able to deal with the toughest questions eventually.

“Once I started to prepare for MCC exams I began to search for the
approprite materials that could help me to succed. Fortunately, i found
the canadaqbank site which has a comprehensive materials that is related to the Canadian medical practices. The site helped me to recognise the
style of questios that could appear in the real exam. In addition, the
explanation after each question helped to expand my knowledge in different specialities. Thanks to canadaqbank, I passed the MCCEE with a
score of 454, and the MCCQE1 with a score of 723. My percentile are
99.98 for the first exam and 99.92 for the second one. Without you, I had
to struggle a lot in order to achieve these scores.”

JAMAL H
Passed with a score of 723. Percentile rank: 100

View Actual Score Report

All new "Review my tests" section: Review, Analyze or retake tests
The all new CanadaQBank is just the beginning of the improved

“Review” allows you to go through the

experience for test takers. The “Review my tests” section is designed

entire test and the answers you had

with three key features: “Review”, “Analyze” or “Retake the test”.

marked, you can also refer to it at a later
stage. All the tests are archived so you
can come back at a later stage and review
how much your understanding has
improved.

The “Analyze” feature allows you to check
how you have performed on the individual subjects.

The “retake” feature allows you to retake
the same test again in a timed setting.

Available on all platforms:

PC, Mac, Android, iPad &
iPhone
As the world advances, so does the innovation at CanadaQBank.
Innovative new platforms are being created for test takers, these
include the iphone apps, the ipad apps, androis apps , Microsoft
surface apps and more. These apps make learning not only
omni-accessible but also FUN.
Our apps are available on iphone apps store and Android playstore.
Our apps have been downloaded by more than 1000 subscribers.
The new Apps from CanadaQBank give you a better way to stay in
touch with your subject knowledge. Apps also give you the tutor
mode function through which you can master your topics whenever
you have a few minutes of spare time. Just turn on the App and
you'll have instant access to all your tests, notes and statistics. It is
also an ideal tool to discuss MCQs with your peers.

Our QBanks
Question Bank for the Medical Council of Canada Evaluating
Exam (MCCEE)

Number of
Questions

3845

Subjects Covered

List of Topics

Medicine / Pediatrics / OBGYN Surgery

http://canadaqbank.com/

/ Psychiatry / Preventive Medicine &

v2/MC-CEE-topics.pdf

Community Health (PMCH)

Features
3845 of the very best, classic, simulated Multi-

Unused, incorrect only, or all question selections

ple Choice Questions
Choose how many questions you want to take in
Each test prep question covers a different

each block

MCCEE topic from the subject areas tested
Mark test prep exam questions and write your own
Answers and detailed explanations for all prac-

notes during the test

tice exam questions
Review detailed analysis of MCCEE tests taken
Take tests in timed and un-timed tutor modes
Performance review by subject category
Generate tests by subject category or any
combination of categories

Continuous updates to the questions and
Overall cumulative performance
Compare your scores with other people
Real MCQ interface for true simulation, with
normal lab values
Revised and expanded with feedback from
the most recent exams

explanations
Accessible 24/7 from anywhere
Pass the MCCEE - guaranteed or get 3 months
free!

Question Bank for the Medical Council Of Canada Qualifying
Exam Part 1 (MCCQE Part 1)
Subjects Covered
Testlet Cases

504

List of Topics

CDM Cases

318

Medicine / Pediatrics / OBGYN Surgery /
Psychiatry / Preventive Medicine and Community Health (PMCH)

Testlets

CDM

http://www.canadaqbank.com/

http://www.canadaqbank.com/

v2/Testlet-MC-CQEpart1-

v2/CDM-MC-CQEpart1-

topics.pdf

topics.pdf

Features (Testlet MCCQE Part 1 )
504 of the best, classic, simulated Testlet cases for the

Mark preparation questions and write your own

MCCQE Part 1 examination

notes during the test

2041 questions for the 504 Testlet cases

Review detailed analysis of MCCQE Part 1 practice tests taken

Each Testlet case covers a different topic from the
subject areas tested on the MCCQE part 1 test

Performance review by subject category

Each Testlet case has 4 sample exam questions

Overall cumulative performance

Questions have 5 answer options, of which only one

Compare your scores with other people

is correct.
Real Testlet interface for true simulation, with
Answers and detailed explanations for all practice

normal lab values

MCCQE Part 1 questions
Revised and expanded with feedback from the
Take tests in timed and un-timed tutor modes

most recent MCCQE Part 1 exams

Generate tests by subject category or any combina-

Continuous updates to the Testlet cases and

tion of categories

corresponding questions

Unused, incorrect only, or all question selections

Accessible 24/7 from anywhere

Features (CDM MCCQE Part 1 )
Choose how many Testlet cases you want to take in

Pass the MCCQE Part 1 examination - guaranteed or

each block

get 3 months free!

318 of the best, classic, simulated MCCQE Part 1 CDM

Mark questions and write your own notes during the

cases

test

811 questions for the 318 CDM cases

Review detailed analysis of tests taken

Each CDM case covers a different topic from the

Performance review by subject category

subject areas tested
Overall cumulative performance
Each CDM case has 2 - 4 questions
Compare your scores with other people
Each question has an average of 2 - 7 correct answer
options

Real CDM interface for true simulation, with normal
lab values

Answers and detailed explanations for all questions
Revised and expanded with feedback from the most
Take tests in timed and un-timed tutor modes

recent exams

Generate tests by subject category or any combina-

Continuous updates to the CDM cases and corre-

tion of categories

sponding questions

Unused, incorrect only, or all question selections

Accessible 24/7 from anywhere

Choose how many Testlet cases you want to take in

Pass the MCCQE Part 1 examination - guaranteed or

each block

get 3 months free!

“I subscribed to Canadqbank for 3 months, I scored 569 . the
comprehensive approach for all topics is impressing. I feel very
confident and determined to complete my journey and hunt my
dream. Thank you Canadqbank”

Abdalhaleem I
Passed with a score of 569. Percentile rank: 96

View Actual Score Report

Question Bank for the Medical Council Of Canada Qualifying
Exam Part 2 (MCCQE Part 2)
The QBank for the MCCQE Part 2 sample exam questions is the very best source of cases and preparation questions
for the Medical Council of Canada Qualifying Exam Part 2

Subjects Covered

List of Topics

Medicine / Pediatrics / OBGYN Surgery / Psychiatry /

http://www.canadaqbank.com/v2/MC-

Preventive Medicine and Community Health (PMCH)

CQEPart2-topics.pdf

Features

143 of the best, classic, simulated MCCQE Part 2

Couplet Station cases consist of a five minute

cases

clinical encounter plus a five minute post-encounter probe (PEP)

72 Couplet Station cases
Five-minute clinical encounter lists what points
71 Ten-Minute Station cases

you must ask during your history and what you
should check during your physical examination

Questions and matching answers for all medical
exam practice questions

Five-minute post-encounter probes show the
examination questions and answers for each

Each case covers a different topic from the subject

patient case

areas tested
Ten-minute station cases list the relevant points
you must ask during your history and what you
should check in your physical examination
Real MCCQE Part 2 template style for true simulation and exam questions
Revised and expanded with feedback from the

These cases also include the brief questions and
answers that could be asked for each patient
scenario

most recent exams
Continuous updates to the cases and MCCQE Part
2 questions
Bonus: 40 USMLE Step 2 CS Cases included

Accessible 24/7 from anywhere
Pass the MCCQE Part 2 medical exam - guaranteed or get 3 months free!

Question Bank for the United States Medical Licensing Exam
Step 1 (USMLE Step 1)
Subjects Covered

List of Topics

Anatomy / Biochemistry / Embryology / Epidemiology and Biostatistics /

http://canadaqbank.com/

Ethics

v2/USMLE-Step1-topics.pdf

Genetics / Histology / Molecular Biology / Microbiology &

Immunology / Neuroscience

Pathology & Pathophysiology / Pharma-

cology / Physiology

Features
3008 classic, simulated USMLE Step 1 multiple

Unused, incorrect only, or all question selections

choice questions (MCQs)
Choose how many questions you want to take in
Each MCQ covers a different USMLE Step 1 topic

each block

from the subject areas tested
Mark MCQs and write your own notes during the
Answers and detailed explanations for all MCQs

test

Take tests in timed and un-timed tutor modes

Review detailed analysis of USMLE Step 1 tests
taken

Generate tests by subject category or any combination of categories

Performance review by subject category

Overall cumulative performance

Accessible 24/7 from anywhere

Compare your scores with other people

Pass the USMLE Step 1 - guaranteed or get 3

Real MCQ interface for true simulation, with
normal lab values
Revised and expanded with feedback from the
most recent exams
Continuous updates to the questions and explanations

months free!

Standard QBank Prices

for Individuals (per QBank)

1 month

$55

6 month

$175

2 month

$85

9 month

$235

3 month

$115

12 month

$295

Discounted prices for institutional
subscriptions:

Negotiable according to
requirements.

We offer subscriptions to all
institutions, including
Licensing Authorities and Colleges

Take a Tour

Medical Schools

View our New Demo Video
about the CanadaQBank.com
new User Interface.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=B1QfzGvZXV0

Medical Colleges
Medical Libraries
Residency Programs
Teaching Hospitals
Associations/Federations/Societies/Councils/Organizations

Benefits of Institutional Subscriptions
Significant reduction in pricing for your members and unlimited usage of our services
Reports showing activity of your members
Unique portal for your institution
Quick and easy set-up for your institution which
only requires a few days to complete
IP and email authentication at no extra charge

Contact Us Now!
We are happy to attend to you.

Manager
drsteve@canadaqbank.com

Admin
subscribe@canadaqbank.com

